We have the best comfort
onboard crossing the Indian Ocean
Thanks to Freebag!

Forget heavy cushions and pillows,
beach-mattrasses and collapsable

Skipper S/Y Topaz
circumnavigator

stools, freebag® is all of the above
and more.

Simple, adaptable
 Use it as a stool

and superlightweight,
the

freebag®

The Freebag insulates and
doesn’t get soaking wet!
Fantastic!

ensures

maximum comfort

Crew, S/Y OSOSO
circumnavigator

 Use it to always sit comfortably

when the boat is heeling.
 Use it to lie down on any surface.
 Use it as a carrying bag.
 Insulates, keeps you warm at night

or in cold climates.

– A revolutionary new concept
for comfort in boats

 Keeps drinks etc cold.



What it is



Where to use

In essence, an outer shell of high quality
breathable material, an inner bag with polypropylene beads lets you sit and lie down in

The patented design and the advanced polypropylene

comfort in places you never thought possible.

bead technology gives the freebag® its unique qualities,
allowing the yachtsman to be supported comfortably
U.S. West Coast Office
Freebag LLC, 111. N. Market St., Suite 1000
San Jose, CA 95113

in situations ranging from relaxation on the deck to
active sailing in rough weather.

Tel (408) 351-3366 Fax (408) 288-4633
E-mail info@freebag.com www.freebag.com

They are invaluable!
We wouldn’t make it
without the freebags!
Skipper, S/Y Anna Martine
circumnavigator

Oslo Office
Freebag AS, Welhavensgt.1
0166 OSLO, Norway
Tel +47 23 29 29 03 Fax +47 23 29 29 28
E-mail info@freebag.no www.freebag.no



How to use

 The technique is to spread and

place the beads according to the
way you want to use it.
 To lie down pat the Freebag lightly

to distribute the beads evenly.
 To use as stool lift the bag up in

the narrow end and let the beads
collect in the broader end.
The challenge has been to find

 The freebag® is ideal for all climates

the optimal design solutions,

and all kinds of temperatures.

and the highest quality materials
for use in boats, where demands
to size, durability, weight and
flexibility are significant.

– A revolutionary
new concept for
comfort in boats



Product

freebag® consists of an outer
shell made of breathable
coated textiles for offshore
use, and an inner bag made of
nylon filled with polypropylene.
The polypropylene filling in
the inner bag will slowly
compress over time. The rate
of compression will depend on
how much, and in what ways
the freebag® is used. To
ensure optimal functionality
over time the inner bag should
be replaced. A compression of
15% to 20% will not alter the
freebag® functionality. To
order new inner bag contact
retailer or www.freebag.com



UV radiation fades color and
destroys fabrics. To extend the
life of your freebag® rinse with
fresh water and store in the
shade when not in use. Outer
shell machine washable. Inner
bag rinse with fresh water.
Weight only 1.9 lb. (860 gr.).
Mesurements 50x35x18cm
(20x14x7inches).
! WARNING: The freebag® is
not a life saving device!

Product info

The freebag® keeps it cool

Freebag : expression from jazz; means extreme improvisation

when hot, hot when cool.

freebag® is developed by
experienced yachtsmen
for increased comfort
and endurance on long
voyages, ocean races and
in rough seas.
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